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they had cauglit me at such a banquet.' " I need scarcely 
add, that the hypothesis in whose behalf Scripture is thus di .. 
vested of its authority, and recklessly cast aside, is entirely a 
worthless one; and that the various continents o_f the globe, 
instead of all dating from one period little more than four 
thousand years back, are of very various ages,-some of them 
comparatively modern, thougl1 absolutely old in relation to 

J1uman history; and some of so hoar an antiquity, that the term 
since rnan appeared upon eartlb might be employed as a mere 
unit to measure it by. 

It need not sw·prise us that a writer who takes such strange 
liberties with a book 'vhich he professes to r~ect, and which 
he must have ltad many opportunities of knowing, should take 
still greater liberties with a science for which he entertains 
no respect whatever, and of whose first p1inciples he is palp
ably ignorant. And yet the wild recklessness of some of his 
explanations of geological phenomena must somewhat astonish 
all sufficiently acquainted with tl1e science to know that the 
place and relations of its various formations have been long 
since determined, and now as certainly form the regulating 
data of the practical tniner, as the places and relations long 
since determined by the geographer form the regulating data 
of the practical navigator or engineer. It is as certain, for 
instance, that the Oolitic system underlies the Green Sand and 
the Chalk, with all the various formations of the Tertiary 
division,-Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene,-as 
that York is situated to the south of Edinburgh, or that both 
these cities lie very considerably to the north of London and 

• Paris. And the anti-geologist who would argue, in the heat 
of controversy, tl1at the Oolite and the Pleistocene were con
temporaneous deposits, would be no more worthy of reply 
than the anti-geographer who would assert, in order to serve 
some argumentative purpose, that the North Cape lies in the 
same latitudinal parallel as South California, or that TeiT& 
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